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“AI” modular shelving for food storage in cold rooms are characterized by 

their stability and solidity properties, combined with quick assembly, easy-

cleaning and friendly usage.

Apart from cold rooms, their attractive design and their versatility make 

them suitable also for shops, catering industry, hotels and professional 

kitchens.

We currently produce 2 shelving models, which are described in detail in the 

corresponding sections. Despite their different peculiarities, they all have in 

common the utmost attention we always pay to end products.

SHELVING
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LIGHT SHELVING M/M-I SHELVES
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STRONG SHELVING P/Q/P-I/Q-I SHELVES



light
Tested in cold rooms (down to - 30° C)

Made to measure. High modularity.
Lengths available every 32 mm

Suitable for direct food contact, in compliance 
with European Community requirements

Designed according to European security 
requirements

Max. load capacity certified according to Eurocode 9.
Up to 240 kg per each shelf

Easy to clean and sanitize in accordance with 
HACCP

Removable staves, washable in dishwasherStable and resistant: no anchor plates, stabilizer 
bars or cross joints, no plastic connections

Open-faced corner compositions for storage 
optimization

Available compositions

Adjustable feet

This is our best selling line for cold rooms. With lengths
available every 3,2 cm, it combines top quality features and
high modularity at a very competitive price

LIGHT SHELVING
COST-EFFECTIVE 
MODULARITY

Long-lasting stability, no rust, 10-year warranty 
against water and moisture corrosion

Anodized aluminium alloy structure + copolymer 
polypropylene staves + AISI 304 stainless steel 
cover

Easy and quick assembly: snap-fit, no special 
tool neededEN AW-6060
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“M/M-I”

cm 30-45 60

70 240 240

100 240 240

145 125 150

Shelves with polypropylene perforated staves.  
The picture above shows the single stave 

model, suitable for 30, 40 and 45 cm. 
(you can see how staves can be removed).

Shelf with AISI 304 stainless steel cover

“T shaped” 40x45x2,5 mm
In the picture, with foot and pin and clips on.
Standard measures 155/165/185/205 cm. 

Different measures available on demand.

Adjustable foot for “T shaped” upright.

PVC triangle caps for the top of the
“T shaped” upright.

Pin and clip system for “M/M-I” shelves 

Caps for unused upright holes

Pair of hooks for shelves with perforated 
staves.

Pair of hooks for shelves with stainless 
steel cover.

The picture below shows the 
double  stave model, suitable 

for 60 cm 

Hanging bars for salami with 2 oval bars 
Available also with 3 bars (code 135M)

or 4 bars (code 136M)

WIDTH

LE
NG

TH

Some examples of load for “M/M-I” 
shelves. Measures are expressed in kg, 

with equally distributed load:

Max. load capacity for shelves with hooks
(in corner compositions): 100 kg

LIGHT shelving components

M

M-I

2300M

2308M

2305M

2307M

2315M

2310M

2311M-I

134M

2307M 2315M2305M

2311MI

2308M

2300M

15 cm

2310M

136M135M



strongAvailable compositions

STRONG SHELVING
FOR HIGH LOADS

This line, meant for heavy duties, is particularly solid  
and stable. One single standard module can be 200 cm long  
and 90 cm wide.

Max. load capacity certified according to 
Eurocode 9. Up to 700 kg per each shelf

Long-lasting stability, no rust, 10-year warranty 
against water and moisture corrosion

Anodized aluminium alloy structure + copolymer 
polypropylene staves + AISI 304 stainless steel 
cover

AL+PP
+AISI 304

Made to measure. Lengths every 32 mm (Q and 
Q-I shelves) and every 90 mm (P shelf)

Suitable for direct food contact, in compliance 
with European Community requirements

Designed according to European security 
requirements

Stable and resistant: no anchor plates, stabilizer 
bars or cross joints, no plastic connections

Open-faced corner compositions for storage 
optimization

Tested in cold rooms (down to - 30° C)

High variety of depths.
Standard: 30, 40, 45, 60, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90 cm

Easy to clean and sanitize in accordance with 
HACCP

Removable staves, washable in dishwasher

Adjustable feet

Easy and quick assembly: snap-fit, no special 
tool needed

EN AW-6060
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2310Q

2311PQI

2312P/Q

2300P/Q

2310P

2307P/Q 2315P/Q2305P/Q

15 cm

136P/Q135P/Q

“P/P-I”

cm 30-45 60-90

100 725 695

127 510 435

154 350 295

“Q/Q-I”

cm 30 40-90

100 660 440

125 500 500

152 320 320

STRONG shelving components

Shelf with polypropylene staves (each stave 
is 50 mm and the space between staves is 
40 mm). The picture above shows the single 
stave model, suitable for 30, 40 and 45 cm 

(you can see how staves can be removed)

Shelves with polypropylene perforated 
staves,  assembled side by side

(you can see how staves can be removed)

Shelf with AISI 304 stainless steel cover.
P-I and Q-I shelves can be combined with P 

and Q shelves, respectively

Triangle caps for the top of the “T shaped” 
upright

Pin and clip system for “P/Q/P-I/Q-I” 
shelves.

Caps for unused upright holes

Pair of hooks for shelves with staves.

Pair of hooks for shelves with perforated 
staves.

Pair of hooks for shelves with stainless 
steel cover.

The picture below shows the 
double stave model, suitable for 

60, 70, 75, 80, 85 and 90 cm.

Hanging bars for salami with 2 oval bars 
Available also with 3 bars (code 135P)

or 4 bars (code 136P)

Some examples of max. Load capacity for 
each shelf, with equally distributed load:

WIDTH

WIDTH

LE
N

GT
H

LE
N
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H

Max. load capacity for shelves with hooks: 100/200 
kg according to the composition

“T shaped” 50x60x4 mm 
In the picture, with foot and pin and clips on.
Standard measures 150/180/200 cm. 

Different measures available on demand.

Adjustable foot for “T shaped” upright.

P

Q

P-I/Q-I

2300P/Q

2312P/Q

2305P/Q

2307P/Q

2315P/Q

2310P

2310Q

P-I/Q-I

134P/Q
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The ideal solution to optimize space and 
store objects also where a traditional 
shelving on uprights cannot be used.
Wall shelves are composed of anodised 
aluminium profiles and polypropylene food 
contact staves.
Lateral supports, which are integrated 
into the shelf itself, are made of AISI 304 
stainless steel.
Measures and load capacities are studied 
according to clients’ needs.

Dunnage racks are usually used to store 
crates and foodstuff off the floor, but are 
suitable also to different purposes. They can 
be made to measure with shelves of our 
Light, Strong and Classic lines (for technical 
features, please refer to corresponding 
section).

In the picture a dunnage rack measuring 
120x45h25 cm

shelving

DUNNAGE RACKS

WALL SHELVES


